ACCELERATED TITLE
The payoff & title release process that pays off.

MORE PAYOFF. LESS PROCESS.
Accelerated Title speeds the title release process by up to 70%*.
Accelerated Title enables lenders to combine their Dealertrack Network benefits with their
Collateral Management benefits to drive even more efficiency within their organization.
An online payoff quote and payment process that then triggers title identification and release
means higher payoff accuracy and less time consumed with dealer/insurer support calls,
manual payment processing and title tracking.
*Based on average industry timeframe for vehicle title release and vehicle payoff process of 18+ days, as determined by Dealertrack data.

Features and benefits include:

REDUCED PAYOFF
EXCEPTION PROCESSING
INCLUDING DEALER
SHORT PAYS
INCREASED OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY ALSO PROVIDES
OPERATIONAL CONTINUITY
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INTEGRATIONS IMPROVE
PARTNER EXPERIENCE
FOR DEALERS AND
INSURERS.
LOWERED OPERATIONAL
EXPENSES WHEN STAFF
TIME IS OPTIMIZED

INNOVATIONS TO DRIVE LENDER STRATEGIES
Four key integrations ensure business continuity, operational efficiency and service value.

Online Payoff Quotes

Nightly Reconciliation

Dealer and insurers obtain
accurate payoff quotes—
timed to their expected date
of payment—directly through
Dealertrack.

A file of the day’s transactions is
mapped to Lenders’ back-end
system for easy and accurate
financial tracking.

Electronic Payments

24/7 Title Tracking &
Summary Reports

Funds transferred via ACH
and cleared/deposited by
the 4th business day, which
simultaneously triggers the
title release.
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Dealers and Insurers log into
Dealertrack to monitor
payjment and title release
tracking/reporting—reducing
the amount of lender call
center volume.

HOW ACCELERATED
TITLE WORKS

Expedite vehicle payoff and title release—up to 70% faster*
than traditional processes.
You are uniquely set up to optimize call center and payoff operations for two reasons:
1. Your titles are part of the 60M we manage for lenders across the US, and
2. You connect with your dealer partners through Dealertack
*Based on average industry timeframe for vehicle title release and vehicle
payoff process of 18+ days, as determined by Dealertrack data.

1

VEHICLE TRADE,
OFF-LEASE OR
TOTAL LOSS
Where a
loan remains
outstanding,
the dealer or
insurer needs to
determine final
payoff.
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2

PAYOFF QUOTE
REQUESTED

The dealer or
insurer uses
Dealertrack to
obtain payoff
quote.

3

AMOUNT AND
TITLE STATUS
RETURNED
Your integration
with Dealertrack
returns the
quote and title
release status in
real-time.

4

PAYMENT
SUBMITTED

The dealer or
insurer begins the
transfer of title by
consenting and
submitting
payment online.

5

ACH CLEARANCE
DELIVERS FUNDS
INTO LENDER
ACCOUNT

ACH CLEARANCE
TRIGGERS TITLE
RELEASE
Dealertrack
transmits payment
via ACH to lender,
which is then
subject to standard
clearance protocol.

PAPER TITLES SHIP
OVERNIGHT, ELECTRONIC
TITLES FOLLOW STATE
PROTOCOLS
Lender receives funds
and releases title to
dealer/insurer same day.

THE ACH ADVANTAGE

How can we claim to speed the process as fast as 4-6 days? Here’s how.
For trades and off-lease vehicles, title release is triggered at the same time payment clears, which typically
occurs on the 4th business day after submission. Even for the more complex total loss process, transaction
data shows that traditional 90+ day timeline shortening to 45 days and less.
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ALLOW

DAY 3
PAYOFF VERIFIED.
FUNDS TRANSFER
CLEARED.

ED

DAY 1-2
WAIT FOR APPROVAL
OF FUNDS

NO REJ

ECTION
S

ALLOW

DAY 0
PAYMENT AMOUNT
VERIFIED & PAYOFF
INITIATED VIA ACH
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DAY 4
LENDER
RECEIVES FUNDS
TITLE RELEASE
TRIGGERED

OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY &
STRONGER
DEALER
RELATIONSHIPS

Ensure busines continuity, optimize
operational efficiency and elevate your
service level.

Please your client partners with:

FASTER TITLE RELEASE

to support dealer inventory turn
and insurer total loss processing

ACCURATE PAYOFF QUOTES

that minimize manual data entry,
payment errors and
time-consuming support calls

DEPENDABLE & CONSISTENT PROCESS
that enables business continuity
and streamlined workflows for all

24/7 RECONCILIATION & TRACKING

give all parties the insights needed
to ensure transparency, compliance
and profitability
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INNOVATION
THROUGH INTEGRATION

Dealertrack provides industry-leading software solutions that give
dealerships, lenders, and partners the confidence to thrive in an
ever-changing automotive market. The company’s integrated suite of
powerful, easy-to-use products and services helps dealerships and
their lending partners grow by increasing efficiency and improving
decision-making. Dealertrack is part of the Cox Automotive family,
a company that is transforming the way the world buys, sells,
owns and uses vehicles. In partnership with lenders, Dealertrack,
Kelley Blue Book, Manheim and F&I Express solutions are catalysts
for operational progress and efficiency—supporting strategies that
will continue to shape the future of automotive retail.

Dealertrack, Inc.
3003 Summit Blvd NE #200
Atlanta, GA 30319
866. 868.5900
dealertrack.com/lendersolutions

